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Introduction: How To Assess The Value Of AI-DRIVEN Lending

Lenders everywhere are breaking their reliance on generic, legacy credit 

scoring and switching to AI or machine learning-based credit models. 

Why? AI-driven models are more accurate and inclusive, delivering a whole 

new set of economic and social benefits. Among them:

But getting AI-driven lending right means doing your homework to get an 

accurate ROI assessment. So to help your organization think through the 

variety of value-for-money decisions and squeeze the most out of an 

investment in artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML), here’s 

what matters when sizing up the opportunity. 



We organized this guide in the order we present the business analysis to 

our clients. It’s a format honed over a few years to ensure that models and 

results come across in a comprehensive and easy-to-understand fashion.
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accuracy: Measuring Statistical Performance

Every lender’s first question: Does AI/ML outperform my benchmark? In 

other words, will an ML model better predict the likelihood of a borrower to 

repay or default on their loan? Answering that question is a relatively 

straightforward statistical exercise. First, you pick a prediction target for 

each model. It could be delinquencies, charge-offs, defaults, or some other 

metric. The time period of analysis can vary based on the product and the 

lender. For example, one credit union we worked with recently chose to 

study which model better predicts delinquencies older than 60 days within 

a given 2-year loan period. That was a good choice for a target because it 

had a higher true-positive and lower false-positive rate compared to using 

charge-off rates. Of course, you may not have to use such a long 

seasoning window if you have a large sample size.

Once you’ve picked a target, the way to compare performance on an 

apples-to-apples basis is to size up the K-S scores of the ML and 

benchmark models. K-S score, short for Kolmogorov–Smirnov (two brilliant 

Russian mathematicians), is a single number that measures the model's 

ability to discern good from risky borrowers. A higher number indicates 

better discernment. The chart on the next page shows statistical 

improvement of a model built using Zest versus a national credit score for a 

lender’s auto, personal loans, and credit card applicants. There’s significant 

improvement across all three product types (more than 5X in auto lending) 

and credit tiers. The most considerable lift is in the higher-yielding middle 

tiers, where the ML model does a far better job of identifying risky 

borrowers.



accuracy: Measuring Statistical Performance

This chart shows how models built using Zest improve statistical accuracy over generic credit 
scores when trained to predict delinquencies older than 60 days within 24 months. 

This statistical improvement is coming from the use of more data. Zest 

software is able to pull significantly more information from the credit 

bureaus and incorporate it into an ML algorithm that draws signal from 

millions of correlations and predictive signals. Zest software also 

automates the feature generation process to create thousands of usable 

model features to pick from, all FCRA-compliant. Lenders can apply this 

improved statistical accuracy in several ways: increasing approvals with 

constant risk; reducing charge-offs with constant approval rates; 

improving yield and pricing by re-ranking applicants into different risk tiers. 

Or you can apply the gains in all three ways. (We can also help you design a 

custom assessment based on your credit practices and policies.) 
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Stability: Results You Can Rely On

Now that you know your ML model outperforms the benchmark, the next step 

is to ensure that this statistical superiority holds up over time. The way to do 

that is to analyze the K-S score across the entire test period, using that same 

target. Having slight variation between months is okay, but wide variability 

could indicate an overfitted model. The results on the top right show excellent 

stability over a six-month test period for all three product models. The second 

chart analyzes a different measure of model accuracy known as AUC to 

compare the aggregated ML models against benchmark generic scores over a 

similar test period. Again, ML outperforms consistently over time.



Zest software builds durable models, even with a limited set of performance 

data, by using a proprietary reject inference method that uses a rules-based 

approach to augment the data from funded and unfunded populations on 

which the models are trained. The result: Resilient models that reduce your 

need for costly refits or rebuilds. You should always ask to see these charts 

when you’re considering or reviewing an internal or vendor model. 
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economics: How Much Money Will AI Make?

Once you’ve determined statistical superiority and stability, you get to 

answer a more fun question: does this make me more money? To answer 

that, you need to do a swap-set analysis, which compares a hypothetical 

ML-scored portfolio to a benchmark portfolio. A swap-set helps you 

answer the question of how the ML model would have performed if it was in 

production during the test period. In this analysis, you hold risk and 

booking rates constant and compare the size and composition of your 

benchmark and counterfactual portfolios. In theory, since the ML models 

do a better job at replacing high-risk borrowers (swap-outs) with low-risk 

ones (swap-ins), you can and should be approving more borrowers without 

increasing risk. Of course, both models will approve and reject many of the 

same borrowers, but the 15%-25% of the cohort will change -- and that 

can make all the difference.

The chart below shows how an ML-scored credit card portfolio would 

have achieved significant growth across all credit tiers by generating 

more swap-in borrowers than the swap-outs removed for risk concerns.
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economics: How Much Money Will AI Make?

From there, it’s not that difficult to apply these higher approval rates in your 

internal economic models to arrive at a new, higher originations amount across 

your product lines, plus any impact from lower charge-offs. From there, you 

may want to tweak your assumptions around booking and funding rates. ML’s 

ability to price across risk tiers more precisely and effectively allows you to 

start risk-based pricing programs to boost yield. More accuracy also means 

more instant approvals and faster decisions can lead to higher booking rates.  



Whatever economic gain you arrive at, remember to factor in the value of 

timely decision-making. One credit union we’re working with ran a financial 

analysis that showed an increase of $1 million in incremental profit per month 

from switching to an ML model. You can use that kind of immediate ROI to fund 

a host of other digital transformation initiatives. Why wait?
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Compliance: factoring in the total model lifecycle

The sizable benefits of AI-driven lending come with a bit more 

complexity downstream, especially for organizations new to machine 

learning. Complexity can add time and cost unless you’re able to 

automate the regulatory and compliance functions and spare your 

existing teams the added work or avoid hiring a swath of analysts, 

compliance experts, and data scientists. Zest AI software spares you a 

ton of time by producing SR 11-7 compliant model risk management 

reports on demand when your model is complete. 

Accuracy and performance are not the end of 

your analysis. What about the cost to 

document your model? How will you set up 

performance monitoring to ensure the model 

is working as designed?

Regarding responsible monitoring, any AI/ML modeling solution you’re 

looking to buy or build should come with

 Multivariate Input Monitoring to ensure that the distribution of 

features in production matches expectatio

 Output Monitoring to ensure the score distribution is consistent 

versus training and your score cut-off decisions are still vali

 Performance Monitoring to highlight the ongoing economic and 

technical performance of the model



Zest’s Model Management System includes all of these monitors so 

that your risk and compliance teams can sleep at night. 
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spotlight: The Need For Robust Model Explainability

Any challenger-champion analysis of a new ML model requires a deep 

understanding of how that model arrives at its scores. It has to be explainable. 



Without proper, comprehensive explainability, your ML model won’t get off the 

ground or into production. That typically requires ranking every model variable 

according to its influence on the prediction—this is often called feature importance. 

Ensuring that the most statistically impactful variables are familiar and reasonable 

gives you confidence that the model will hold up to scrutiny. 



Accurate explainability is also essential for compliance with fair lending laws and 

your ability to deliver the right adverse action reasons for denying an applicant. In 

one of our tests, we discovered that the standard methods for model explainability, 

when applied to ML models, lead to wildly inaccurate denial reasons that can mislead 

applicants and lenders. Zest software was built to deliver correct reasons every time.



Conclusion
AI-driven lending can transform your organization’s growth and bottom line. Putting in the time to 
understand the results and properly prepare your organization will reap outsized rewards. First, you’ll 

need to start rallying internal stakeholders around the potential opportunities early in the process. 

Then, take advantage of outside resources to learn. 



We have tons of reading material at Zest, including a 
 and a team of analysts and experts that can address any questions you might have. 

six-step guide to adopting machine learning 
underwriting

https://www.zest.ai/resources/a-lenders-roadmap-to-ai-adoption
https://www.zest.ai/resources/a-lenders-roadmap-to-ai-adoption


Thank You

Schedule a demo today to learn how AI can help your 
organization make better and faster lending decisions.



hello@zest.ai

About Zest AI



Zest AI makes the power of machine learning safe to use in credit underwriting. Lenders using Zest AI software make better decisions and better 
loans—increasing revenue, reducing risk, and automating compliance. Zest AI was founded in 2009 with the mission of making fair and transparent credit 
available to everyone and is now one of the fastest-growing fintech software companies. The company is headquartered in Los Angeles, California. Learn 
more at www.zest.ai and connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn.

mailto:hello@zest.ai
https://www.zest.ai/contact-us?utm_campaign=all&utm_content=futureproof&utm_source=paid&utm_medium=googlesearch&utm_campaign=BrandTerms&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI376l66S_7gIVIQnnCh1yLwK2EAAYASAAEgJ9r_D_BwE&utm_source=paid&utm_medium=googlesearch&utm_campaign=BrandTerms&gclid=Cj0KCQjw2NyFBhDoARIsAMtHtZ5iSF731GujrpqaBWLp6_7sfIgHWLBOIVxR7KiQuOLeskhj8obpyFoaAowuEALw_wcB
https://www.linkedin.com/company/29322289
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